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The Florence Nightingale Pledge

I solemnly pledge myself before God and in the presence of this assembly, to pass my life in purity and to practice my profession faithfully. I will abstain from whatever is deleterious and mischievous, and will not take or knowingly administer any harmful drug. I will do all in my power to maintain and elevate the standard of my profession, and will hold in confidence all personal matters committed to my keeping and all affairs coming to my knowledge in the practice of my calling. With loyalty will I endeavor to aid the physician in his work and devote myself to the welfare of those committed to my care or
HUNDREDS OF YEARS AGO, upon the landing of the Pilgrims at Plymouth Rock, a new tradition began. Because of their safe journey, the Pilgrims set aside a day of Thanksgiving. This day was spent in prayer and feasting.

What does Thanksgiving mean to us today? It has many meanings—seeing old friends, turkey and cranberry sauce, pumpkin pie, football games and a change from fall to winter. Has the original meaning of Thanksgiving changed? In observing Thanksgiving, do we remember the true meaning which was established by our forefathers? When we offer our thanks in prayer, do we take the words of the prayer to heart or do we just mumble an often repeated prayer? This Thanksgiving we should truly try to give thanks in the All-American way.

We of the Newspaper staff would like to wish everyone a Happy Thanksgiving.

SPOTLIGHT

Cheerful, enthusiastic and energetic is everyone's friend Corinne Kurzen, better known as "Corky".

Being from a small town in Ohio, Corky doesn't get home very often. As a result you can find her around the residence almost anytime.
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always willing to listen to your problems or just have a friendly talk.

Among Corky's hobbies are water skiing and basketball. Her skill and enthusiasm in basketball gained her the position of Captain of our basketball team this year. Her hard work and persistent practicing was rewarded by the team winning the first basketball game of the season. Corky hopes and is working hard towards an undefeated season this year.

Corky's great personality also gained her the position of House President for this year. Her main interest in this respect is to make the residence a desirable place to live. She is interested in doing all she possibly can for each one of us to make our residence a pleasant, clean, and enjoyable home away from home.

Corky can also be seen at Judiciary Council meetings. Along with the other members of the council she must see to it that the rules of the house are followed and disciplinary measures are carried out.

She has also been elected by the senior class, as Co-editor of the yearbook. She is working very hard to make this yearbook one of the best Jefferson has ever had.

After graduation, next September, Corky has plans for furthering her education in college. Marriage and a family are also plans for the future of Corinne "Corky" Kurzen.

THANK YOU

The Jefferson Newspaper, "Cans and Cases" has had many ups and downs. This year, the newspaper staff is trying to increase student interest in the paper. The staff is also working hard in order to produce a printed issue in March.

We are planning a mixer in the near future to help us toward our goal.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank Student Council for its generous contribution of $30.00.

We hope this spirit of interest in our paper will continue and that our printed issue will be a huge success with the students. Thank you Student Council for your interest and help.

STUDENT COUNCIL

Student Council is abiding by its policy of holding meetings the first and third Wednesday of each month with hopes that this knowledge will encourage greater attendance and establish an adequate forum of students to carry out its functions.

The projects for the coming holiday season were discussed at the last meeting. These include the primary proceedings of plans for Christmas baskets to be presented to the needy. This program will include each class uniting one and all into the seasonal spirit of giving to those less fortunate.

As the purposes of student council have in the past been much debated upon, they will here be further expounded. This organization is established to unite students of the school for more efficient living and school loyalty; encourage individual responsibility, stimulate general participation in academic and social life; encourage understanding and cooperation in student faculty relationships; and to aid in the discipline of self and others.

FASHION FEATURE

Changes in fashion have been rapid in the last few years and it might be well to remember this when purchasing your clothes for the approaching holidays. A good wardrobe is never dated, but is dependent upon accessories for correlation with present fashion trends. A matching hand bag and chiffon scarf, a plaid cotton handkerchief and matching gloves or rope pearls with circle pin and heavy gold bracelets, can turn a basic crepe dress into suitable attire for the theater, dinner date or winter sport contest.

Many of the leading designers have kept the basic line of clothes simple but fabrics have never been so colorful or striking. Collection after collection has featured gold and green or maroon or bouhouse, adding exquisite heading for evening wear. Many of the shops on Walnut and Chestnut streets are featuring these ensembles and they're well worth looking at.

Here's a helpful hint for those of you who haven't tried it. But those unwanted blisters with toothpaste on more bedtime and they should be gone or at least partially cleared up by morning.

MOVIE REVIEW

The streets of New York foreshadow a certain starkness in the movie production of WEST SIDE STORY. The story is centered around the Jets and American gang led by Riff, and the Sharks, led by Bernardo, a Puerto Rican gang. They challenge each other to fights to see who will control the streets of New York.

A problem arises when Bernardo's sister Maria and Tony, a former member of the Jets, fall in love. The two gangs try to break up the romance, and they thus cause a tragedy.

Maria is portrayed by Natalie Wood, and Tony by Richard Beymer. This movie is tops in music and acting and it shouldn't be missed by anyone.

ALL FOR THE BEST

Sometimes the sky is overcast,
And I am feeling blue.....
And as the hours wander by......
I know not what to do......
And sometimes there is tragedy......
To meet me at the door......
And I must wonder whether life......
Is worth my fighting for......
But always there is some way out......
And I have come to know......
That brighter things will comfort......
In just a day or so......
And I have learned that what is past......
Was purposeful and good......
But in my bed of bitterness......
It was misunderstood... There is a certain destiny... it's a wuqen quest... Because then anything goes wrong... It happens for the best.

James R. Metcalf

CLASS NEWS '62

The first meeting of this year was held by the class of '62 on Tuesday, November 7, in the recreation room of the Nurses' Residence.

Plans were made to have a class project. A Jefferson Student Nurse doll will be raffled off sometime in the near future.

Results of the elections for class officers were as follows:

President: H. Greishaber
V.President: F. Rader
Secretary: N. Cholacka
Treasurer: J. Fainick
Student Council Rep. R. Stumb
Alternates: P. Huczk
Judiciary Council Rep. A. Keen
SNAP Rep. E. Keath
Student Faculty Rep. A. Reis
Alternates: R. Weiss

CLASS NEWS '64

We find several in our class who have gone to college before coming to Jeff. We've got them from: University of Penn., Penn Hall, Grove City College, Temple, Marywood, Connecticut, Ursinus, and Fort Wayne Bible College. Plus the fact that we boast of a practical nurse, a surgical technician, and a professional writer-illustrator... But let's not stop there, we have two misses who are entered, two pinned, and about thirty going steady with their special gals... while the rest of us wait for those all important phone calls... we bid a fond adieu to Polly Liversidge who will accept the hand of a Cornell man in June. Needless to say, Polly, "Best Wishes"... and as Carol Archer left we find ourselves a struggling 99. We'll miss that girl... we find a certain young lady clued to the T.V. set whenever "The Alaskans" is on... and also listening to "North to Alaska".

Don't worry Patti, he'll be home soon... We're all impressed with the potential of Evie in chorus last Monday-such talent... We were happy to see Judy F. in a uniform that fits, of course, some people look good in anything... The quiet prayer of many of us is "Let my 300 break right, Judy and Lynn... Our classroom thoughts are points to ponder: In Sociology, "I never thought love was so complicated until this lecture"... In Psychology, "Since cramming is feasible, and since I have a test tomorrow, and since there's no use studying... I guess I'll go to bed." In Anatomy, "Once arse, Sir, slo, and gray..." In Mathematics, "I'm weak without saying, how I wonder what goes without saying..."... In Nutrition, "By all rights I should have been dead long ago"... In Drugs and Solutions, "If you can't play a sport, be one." In Chemistry, "Oh to be a carboxylylpeptide..." and in the Cafeteria, "See ya, I want to go home."... It's good to have Julie back with us again... let's not have quite so long stays in that ole infirmary... From the class of '64 to all of you, a sincere Happy Thanksgiving.

UNDER THE MOON

Jefferson officially opened the '61-62 basketball season on November 9, against Albert Einstein Medical Center.

The game itself was very exciting and was won even more so due to the avid support of the students. Many attended the game and cheered the team on, which made the victory even more definite.

Jeff took the lead right from the beginning and the score remained in their favor until the closing minutes of the 4th quarter when the Einstein Student Nurses closed the gap to 4 points.

However, with a sudden burst of scoring Jefferson pulled ahead once more ending the game with a score of 57-49, in their favor.

The next game will be on November 20 against Bryn Mawr Nursing School. If the attendance and playing in the opening game is any indication of what the rest of the season will hold, Jefferson should have a very successful year basketball-wise.
LEAVE IT TO BEAVER

Many, many congratulations
to our basketball team. On the
ride home, we were tired,
hoarse, and very, very, happy.
Best wishes for the future of
our team.

Marie Bonner is sporting
a diamond. Congratulations to
Jamie, you have a wonderful
girl.

G.J. has aspirations of
becoming a detective when she
graduates. As a matter of fact,
she practices every night.

The seniors are planning
a Christmas party for their
class. Any talented seniors pl-
ease contact Barb Berry, Sandy
McKim, or Janet Blumberg.

Anyone interested in taking
dancing lessons, please contact
M.B. or G.B.

B.B. is sporting a brand
new hair style, or is it color?

DID YOU EVER-----

-----turn in a circumcision
permit on a baby girl?

-----work relief on Thanksgiving?

-----take a rectal temp on a
patient with a colostomy?

-----pay your class dues on time?

-----try to sell 22 boxes of Christ-
mas candy?

-----turn in a yellow sheet on time?

-----calculate a diet for a patient
on a U2, 500 ml, low Na, Diabetic
diet?

DEAR SAIRY

Dear Sairy,

My roommate hangs her clothes
all over the room and there's no
room for me! What should I do?
Crowded

Dear Crowded,

Move into the closet.

Dear Sairy,

I have red hair, freckles,
pale skin and red cheeks, and
blue eyes. What can I do?

Colorful

Dear Colorful,

Just sit near the wall and
blend in with the wallpaper.

Dear Sairy,

I hate to waste things.
Could you think of a useful
purpose for my worn-out white
nurses shoes?

Thrifty

Dear Thrifty,

If they're the size of mine,
just fill it up with water and use
it for a bath tub.

“I'm sure he's here some place.”

© Tomorrow's Nurse
WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF YOU HAD ANIRIDA?

Definition: absence of the iris of the eye.

Phyllis Shrolla: Take it to Judiciary Council.

Donna Rockhill: Bottle it.

Polly Zimmerman: Put it on my bulletin board.

Donna Know: Treat it with Benidix solution.

Judy Welko: Give it a bed bath.

Linda Roth: Run it over with a car.

Belle Kroupa: "I'd sit up all night and look at it."

Dot Kemmerer: Send it to Skip.

Joyce Hieter: I'd ask her how she is.

Sue Barr: Take its vital signs.

Jan Powell: Celebrate it.

Barb Hartwell: Isolate it.

Ellen Glavy: Shoot it.

EXCHANGE COLUMN

This article was taken from the "Whites and Stripes" of Lankenau.

When a book title is mentioned to a group, there are many and varied reactions. Books make us think of people, plots, and places. Here are some titles twisted to fit our program of work and study.

THE GREEN YEARS.....FRESHMAN
EXODUS......FRIDAY AFTERNOON
I LIE THREE LIVES.....SHIFT WORK
THE RAZOR'S EDGE.....THE O.R.
THE UNTOUCHABLES.....ISOLATION
ROOM AT THE TOP.....SIXTH FLOOR
DAEPRAK.....II-7
KING'S RO..THE INTERNS QUARTERED
I'LL CALL TOMORROW.....FINALS AND I'M NOT STYLED.
A FAMILY AFFAIR.....OBSTETRICS
THE HIGH AND THE MIGHTY, SENIORS
SOMETHING OF VALUE...CAPING
CALL OF THE WILD.....PEDIATRICS

Directions: Match the first initial of your first name with the corresponding word in column 1. Do the same with your last name using column 2. Example: John Doe would be Jealous Duck.

Column 1          Column 2
A. adorable       A. anteater
B. beautiful      B. baboon
C. cute           C. camel
D. delightful     D. duck
E. exciting       E. elephant
F. fabulous       F. fish
G. gorgeous       G. giraffe
H. happy          H. horse
I. intoxicating   I. inchworm
J. Jealous        J. jack-rabbit
K. keen           K. kangaroo
L. lovable        L. leopard
M. marvelously    M. monarch
N. noble          N. nightingale
O. obese          O. octopus
P. precious       P. peacock
Q. quaint         Q. quail
R. refined        R. raccoon
S. sweet          S. sheep
T. temperamental  T. tiger
U. unusual        U. unicorn
V. vivacious      V. vampire
W. wonderful      W. wolf
Y. youthful       Y. yearling
Z. zany           Z. zebra